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ABBREVIATIONS

AAA American Anthropological Association
AACT Academic Advisory Council for Thailand
ACLS American Council of Learned Societies
AFME American Friends of the Middle East
AFOSR Air Force Office of Scientific Research
AID Agency for International Development (see also USAID)
AIFLD American Institute for Free Labor Development
AIR American Institute for Research
ALS Army Language School
APRA Angkatan Perang Ratu Adil
ARD Accelerated Rural Development (Thai government project)
ARO Army Research Office
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Administration
ARVN Army of the Republic of [South] Vietnam
ASA Afghan Student Association
CENIS Center for International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CFA Committee for Free Asia (later became Asia Foundation)
CIA Central Intelligence Agency
CIMA Coordinated Investigation of Micronesian Anthropology
CINFAC Counterinsurgency Information and Analysis Center (part of SORO)
COINTELPRO Counter Intelligence Program (FBI domestic
counterinsurgency program, 1956–1971)
CORDS Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support
CRESS Center for Research in Social Systems
DCI Director of Central Intelligence (CIA)
DOD Department of Defense
DSB Defense Science Board
ECA Economic Cooperation Administration (Marshall Plan)
ERP European Recovery Plan (Marshall Plan)
FARGC Foreign Area Research Coordinating Group (also called FAR)
FASD Foreign Area Studies Division (a division of SORO)
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FISEE  Fund for International Social and Economic Education
FMAD  Foreign Morale Analysis Division
FOA   Foreign Operations Administration
FOIA  Freedom of Information Act
FSI   Foreign Service Institute
FULRO Front Unifie de Lutte des Races Opprimees
GVN   Government of [South] Vietnam
HEF   Human Ecology Fund
HRAF  Human Relations Area Files
HRIP  Harvard Refugee Interview Project
ICA   International Cooperation Agency
IDA   Institute for Defense Analysis
IIAA  Institute of Inter-American Affairs
IFIS  Institute for Intercultural Studies
IHR   Institute of Human Relations
IPR   Institute of Pacific Relations
MSA   Mutual Security Agency
MSUG  Michigan State University Group
NACA  National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NAS   National Academy of Sciences
NFSS  National Foundation on Social Science
NIMH  National Institute of Mental Health
NLF   National Liberation Front (Vietnam)
NRC   National Research Council
NSA   National Security Agency
NSC   National Security Council
NSF   National Science Foundation
ONI   Office of Naval Intelligence
ONR   Office of Naval Research
OPC   Office of Policy Coordination
OPS   Office of Public Safety
OSRD  Office of Scientific Research and Development
OSS   Office of Strategic Services
OWI   Office of War Information
POBS  Pacific Ocean Biological Survey
PPR   Principles of Professional Responsibility
PSB   Psychological Strategy Board
RACP  Remote Area Conflict Program (an ARPA program)
ABBREVIATIONS

RAND Research ANd Development (RAND Corporation)
RCC Research in Contemporary Cultures
RRC Russian Research Center (Harvard University)
SEADAG Southeast Asia Development Advisory Group
SI Secret Intelligence Branch, Office of Strategic Services
SIHE Society for the Investigation of Human Ecology
SIL Summer Institute of Linguistics
SMC Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam
SORO Special Operations Research Office, American University
SPARE Statement on Problems of Anthropological Research and Ethics
SRI Stanford Research Institute
SSRC Social Science Research Council
SSU Strategic Services Unit
STEM U.S. Special Technical and Economic Mission
TCA Technical Cooperation Administration
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
URPE Union of Radical Political Economy
USAID U.S. Agency for International Development
USIA U.S. Information Agency
USIS U.S. Information Service
USOM U.S. Operation Mission
WAHRAF Washington Area Human Relations Area Files
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